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At CERN, we have recently become able to study atoms of antihydrogen - the antimatter equivalent of hydro-
gen. The question to be addressed is fundamental and profound: “Do matter and antimatter obey the same
laws of physics?”The Standard Model requires that hydrogen and antihydrogen have the same spectrum. The
possibility of applying the precision measurement techniques of atomic physics to an antimatter atom makes
antihydrogen a very compelling testbed for fundamental symmetries such as CPT. I will discuss the latest de-
velopments in antihydrogen physics: observation of the first laser-driven transition (1S-2S) [1,2] observation
of the antihydrogen hyperfine structure [3], observation of the Lyman-alpha transition [4], and laser cooling
of trapped antihydrogen [5]. To study antihydrogen, it must first be produced, trapped [6], and then held for
long enough [7] to observe a transition - using very few anti-atoms. I will illustrate the techniques necessary
to achieve the latest milestones, and then consider the future of optical spectroscopy, as well as gravitational
studies [8] with the brand-new ALPHA-g experiment.
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